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the crew of shaandaar had many hurdles to overcome during the production of the film. the first hurdle was that the surrounding areas of york minster were very congested. this forced the team to cut down the amount of shooting of the movie and to move from one location to another. another problem that arose during the shooting of the film was that the team
encountered a lot of problems with the electricity as the frequency of the electricity supply of the area was not uniform and it was not possible to adjust the frequency of electricity to be uniform. the crew of shaandaar shot in the areas around the york minster as they wanted to use the lights and the sounds of the area as the film background. they also used the york

minster as the film base. the production team of shaandaar had to overcome many problems. to avoid any problem, they had to check the areas many times before the shooting and had to make sure that they would not encounter any problem. to avoid any problem, the crew had to spend a lot of time and money. the crew of shaandaar had to overcome many
problems during the shooting of the film. the first hurdle was that the surrounding areas of york minster were very congested. this forced the team to cut down the amount of shooting of the movie and to move from one location to another. another problem that arose during the shooting of the film was that the team encountered a lot of problems with the electricity

as the frequency of the electricity supply of the area was not uniform and it was not possible to adjust the frequency of electricity to be uniform.
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so i rang the hotel in leeds, and a friendly lady answered the phone. i told her that i was doing an
article about bollywood for empire magazine, and that i was writing about the shaandaar film crew
in leeds. she said that one of the crew members was out of town, but that she would try and track
him down, and she did. he came back on the phone and agreed to meet me. we met at a hotel in

leeds. karan johar, who has appeared in two of the movie, lets his performance veer between
breezy goofiness and his trademark zaniness. but his best moments in shaandaar are reserved for

the fleeting moments when we see him as a father. the scene where he breaks into song in the
midst of a raucous wedding reception has a huge chuckle on the way to it. the way he calls the
bride, vaani (priyanka chopra), his girlfriend has the kind of over-the-top affection that irritates

other dads. and the time when he is literally spoon-feeding his daughter, kareena (kareena kapoor)
her first meal, is pretty much the same thing as his character saying, i cant get over how much i
love you. weve seen shahid this way before. in 2008, his character mahavir in kuch kuch hota hai

was a wannabe actor who couldnt take rejection. in 2009, he played an unqualified but well-
meaning assistant in omkara. in 2011, he played the ill-equipped son of a sadistic military officer in

jodha akbar. shahids character seems to have evolved from there. we get to see how well he
handles rejection in shaandaar, how well he can play a fool, but he still gets rejected at the end. the

production values are almost dismal. the cinematography is very ordinary. the music is average.
the editing is slow. the acting is empty. the comedy is a big fail. the writing is not competent. the

story is unoriginal. the direction and the screenplay are quite basic. even the acting is not worthy of
a film that costs this much. the film is not shaandaar, its a total waste of time. if it was made at rs. 6

lakhs, then it should have been made for that. even if it were made at rs. 2 lakhs, it would have
been a better film. 5ec8ef588b
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